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Printing Industry Hall of
Fame Inductee Sid
Chinai Found Success in
Short-Run Books
By Patrick Henry
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effacing has caught up with Siddharth (Sid) Chinai,
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founder, chairman, and patriarch of King Printing.
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He’s earned the respect and admiration of an entire
industry. His company occupies a secure place on

Printing Impressions

the Printing Impressions 400 list of the industry’s
leading 9rms by annual sales. And now, he’s been
called upon to join the elite circle of the Printing
Impressions/RIT Printing Industry Hall of Fame.
Chinai’s name joins that roll of high honor for many
reasons. But, chief among them is his renown as one
of the early architects of short-run, on-demand book
manufacturing with digital printing equipment.
Industry peers agree that if Chinai didn’t invent the
short-run book market, he helped de9ne the best
practices in technology investment and business
management by which the market as a whole
operates today.
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“Sid was one of the pioneers of print-on-demand —
one of the 9rst people in America who explored the
possibility of that,” Alan Wherry, a co-founder of
Bloomsbury Publishing, and a former sales director
for Penguin, points out.
“King Printing has always been at the forefront,” Jeff
Jacobson, executive chairman and CEO of EFI,
aWrms. “They truly have competed with the giants of
this industry.”

UPCOMING WEBINAR

‘They Can Do Everything’
The success story that Chinai has made of King
Printing — now under the direction of his son,
President and CEO Adi Chinai — rests upon two
strategic pillars: total responsiveness to customer
requirements; and equal fearlessness about being
9rst to try new technologies. Together, these traits
have earned him a special reputation for leadership
in the market that his company has come to
symbolize.
King Printing is one of the few digital printers for
whom it can be said, “they can do everything,” notes
Dick Jensen, a former VP of manufacturing at
Cengage Learning. Sid Chinai, he explains, always
gave his customers “the ability to throw anything at
him” and get results — unlike larger printers that only
wanted work 9tting their sweet spots of production.

Inkjet: It is Here and Now
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Aurelio Maruggi, global head of owned channel at HP,
worked with Chinai in bringing HP’s PageWide
production inkjet web press systems to King Printing.
He remembers the 2020 Hall of Fame inductee as
someone eager to start “exercising the muscle of
digital printing, and not waiting for the technologies
to be proven in the market.”
If anything is key to the rise and staying power of
King Printing, this undoubtedly is it. As Jacobson
observes, “A lot of people don’t want to be at the
bleeding edge. A lot of people like to be fast
followers.” But not Sid Chinai, who demonstrated that
embracing new technologies at the beta stage was
the way to level the playing 9eld with printing
businesses many times the size of his company.

Playing for KEEPS
“For a smaller printer, he took a lot of risks,” recalls
Frank Romano, professor emeritus, Rochester
Institute of Technology, and proprietor of the
Museum of Printing. He says that in the early 1980s,
for example, Chinai was one of the 9rst printers to
use the Kodak Ektaprint Electronic Publishing System
(KEEPS) to produce book blocks on-demand. Today,
according to Romano, the company boasts “an array
of equipment that is phenomenal.”
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Sid and Amita Chinai enjoy spending time with their Ove grandchildren. The

couple has come a long way from the early days when they opened
KopyKing, a storefront copy shop in Framingham, Mass., with the help of an
SBA loan.

Chinai’s own words on the subject are
characteristically understated. “It’s just
manufacturing,” he says. “The difference to us is the
process, not the product.” He’s similarly low-key
about his entry into the book business, claiming that
early on in the life of the company, “we had to choose
a niche, and books was our niche.”
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Life Imitates Term of Art
Behind the unpretentious language is a story of
vision, focus, and hard work in the best tradition of
the Hall of Fame.
It began in 1978 when Chinai and his wife and
partner, Amita, opened KopyKing, a storefront copy
shop in Framingham, Mass., with the help of a loan
from the Small Business Administration (SBA). He
sold printing during the day, with Amita 9lling in at the
store until he returned to print the orders at night.
Their industriousness enabled them to repay the SBA
loan within two and a half years, even though,
according to Chinai, the agency wasn’t insisting on
getting its money back.
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Production in those days was analog, and once,
recalls Chinai, the terminology of the trade led to an
amusing misunderstanding. Having run an
employment ad for a stripper — a craftsperson skilled
in 9lm-based prepress for platemaking — he was
surprised when the notice drew a job seeker from the
entertainment world who asked Amita, “Where do I
dance?”
“Then we started calling it ‘9lm assembly,’” he says.
KopyKing had become King Printing by the time the
couple relocated the company to its present home in
Lowell, Mass., in 1990. By then, the thrust of the
business was book manufacturing. Commercial
printing, in Chinai’s view, required too much space
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and equipment, and there was more than enough
commercial capacity in the marketplace already.
Chinai’s preference for short runs was also becoming
clear. He realized that, “you could do a lot more, and
make a lot more people happy,” by producing smaller
quantities that wouldn’t “choke the plant” the way
typical offset-printed orders might. Short runs also
simpli9ed life on the customer’s end by reducing the
need for warehousing.
All of this would lead logically to digital printing,
which Chinai began offering in 1988 with the
installation of a monochrome device. He remembers
it as a post-recessionary period in which tight
budgets meant, “we were getting pushed into shorter
runs. Everyone was buying less.”
By January of the following year, Chinai was
operating the 9rst Xerox DocuTech production
publishing system on the East Coast. Soon, he had a
battery of seven DocuTechs running three shifts a
day, seven days a week.

Pursuit of Happiness
With such tools, “we found ourselves very happy
getting short runs,” Chinai says. A steady drumbeat
of capital investment in digital solutions has marked
the progress of King Printing ever since.
Among the more recent milestones were the
installation of a Screen TruePress Jet520
continuous-feed inkjet press in 2008, and another
inkjet platform, the Kodak Prosper 5000 XL, in 2010.
That year also saw the installation of a SigmaLine
digital book manufacturing system from Müller
Martini, an OEM that continues to supply King
Printing’s 9nishing needs.
The company’s most notable vendor partnership has
been with HP, which sold Chinai his 9rst PageWide
inkjet web press, a T300 model, in 2010. King Printing
now operates a jeet of PageWide platforms, all of
which have been upgraded with HP’s High De9nition
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whole
company is digital today,” Chinai says. “We are 100%
digital in books.” Products range from casebound law
books and academic textbooks to paperbacks in a
variety of sizes and binding styles. The competitive
space is runs of one, to volumes up to about 10,000,
with orders of 1,200 to 1,500 copies as the average.
Many of the publishing industry’s best-known houses
are longtime users of King Printing’s short-run
services. Its Adibooks division offers smaller
publishers and self-publishing authors not just shortrun printing, but also advice about design, ISBN
registration, marketing, and other bookselling basics.
Everything takes place under one roof in a plant that
Chinai originally bought in Lowell. Close to
completing an expansion to 100,000 sq. ft., it is home
to a three-shift, 120-employee operation that ranked
at No. 148 on the 2019 Printing Impressions 400, with
$34 million in annual sales.

‘Hippie’ Goes Mainstream
Chinai may not have had precisely this future in mind
when he came to America from his native India in the
1960s. “I was a hippie, I guess,” he reminisces.
Academically, he concedes, “I was a terrible student. I

couldn’t sit still.” Nevertheless, once he completed his
industrial training in Milan, Italy, he managed to land
a job with a company that made cables for power
transmission, his career in manufacturing was on its
way.
One thing Chinai never felt even a twinge of
uncertainty about was his devotion to Amita, his wife
of nearly 50 years. He recalls meeting her through
relatives at a country club and immediately
announcing, “I want to marry that girl.” With Amita’s
consent, he did, and both beam with pride about a
family that includes son Adi, daughter Sejal, and 9ve
grandchildren (“the best part of anybody’s life,” Chinai
declares).
His self-deprecating description of what he does at
King Printing nowadays will startle no one who
knows him. “I’m overhead now,” he says. “I come
here, as I tell people, to drink tea and take my naps.”
In fact, he actively consults with Adi and the rest of
the team about emerging technologies and strategic
directions for the business.
This keeps the father-and-son team visible — and
injuential — within the industry, especially among the
vendor community. The pair “are always at trade
shows, looking at anything and everything that would
give them a production edge,” according to Romano,
who is ubiquitous at trade shows himself. And, when
the Chinais inquire, the OEMs pay close attention.

The Measure of the Man
“He (Sid Chinai) pushes you to think forward,” Frank
Donnelly, regional sales manager for Müller Martini,
says. Maruggi calls him “a great partner to HP” for
helping the company learn how to win broader
acceptance for inkjet printing.
“Sid comes across as a person who’s very humble,
very thoughtful, and very straight in providing
information,” Maruggi notes. “He’s not accepting of
mediocrity. He’s always very demanding, but always
for the right purpose.”

This blend of matchless expertise and simple
humanity is what endears him to people at the same
time it commands their respect. “Sid is just a
sweetheart of a guy to do business with, and he did
run his business that way,” observes Jensen. “He is
very much the gentleman, and always eager to
please, as a vendor and as a person.”
When he reads these published words of praise from
his well-wishers, the honoree probably will
respectfully demur. But, he surely knows that
Jacobson speaks for multitudes in the industry when
he says of Sid Chinai, 2020 Printing
Impressions/RIT Printing Industry Hall of Fame
inductee, “I couldn’t be more proud to be his friend, or
more honored to have him as a customer of mine.”

Largest Printing Companies in 2020
It’s here – the 37th annual ranking of the
country’s largest printers. Plus, a snapshot
ranking of the top 5 market segment leaders for
book, direct mail, catalog, and publication
printing.
VIEW THE RANKING
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John Eisenberg • 2 months ago

I worked with Sid when I was the Production
Manager for The Christian Science Publishing
Society in Boston during the late 90's. King
was a "Value-Added" Vendor that produced
The Heralds, a line of Short Run MultiLanguage Periodicals that was Distributed
World-Wide with Extremely Complicated Pick
& Pack & Shipments.
Their work was exemplary.
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Vahaaj Khan • 8 months ago

King Printing is an amazing story. Team HP is
so honored that Sid and Adi are great partners
for us. Humble, creative, nimble and a
relentless pursuit for perfection of their clients.
Congratulations to Sid. This is an incredible
honor.
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